
This table shows the average impact proposed 
for each customer class. The specific increase 
for individual customers will vary, depending 
on the electricity they use and the rate tariff 
they pay.

Customer group Average rate 
increase 
percentage

Residential 21.2%

Service at 
Distribution 
Voltage

15.8%

Service at 
Transmission 
Voltage

10.1%

In December 2022, Duke Energy Kentucky made a request for our state regulator, the 
Kentucky Public Service Commission, to perform a public review of our electric rates. 
We also asked for permission to increase base rates. The primary reasons for this 
rate request are our ongoing investments to facilitate a clean, secure energy future, 
strengthen the electric grid, reduce power outages and enhance value to the company’s 
nearly 150,000 electric customers in Northern Kentucky.

Clean energy transition, increase in net rate base main drivers of request

As we continue to advance an orderly transition toward a reliable, clean energy 
future, we are taking steps to reduce, and eventually eliminate, our reliance on 
coal-fired generation and move toward low- or zero-carbon generation resources.

With the energy transition, we are proposing to align the depreciable life of 
two of our Kentucky generating assets, East Bend Station and Woodsdale 
Generating Station, with the likely end of their service lives. 

Another primary driver is the return on and of our rate base. Since our last 
electric rate case was approved in April 2020, the company has made more 
than $300 million in investments to strengthen the electricity generation and 
delivery systems across Northern Kentucky. These data-driven investments were 
designed to improve the system’s reliability and resiliency for customers and 
support load growth.

New customer benefits proposed

In response to customer feedback, we’re proposing various ways to provide 
customers more value, choices and convenience when it comes to their electric 
service and personal sustainability goals. These include:

	¡ Two electric vehicle (EV) charging programs that include new tariffs for EV 
charging infrastructure and a make-ready credit for customers wishing to 
install a new EV charging station.

	¡ A new, voluntary community-based solar program called Clean Energy 
Connection for customers wishing to invest in renewable energy resources 
to meet sustainability goals.

	¡ Mitigating the effect of fluctuating fuel costs through a mechanism to 
reduce volatility and offer customers more rate predictability.
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¡  149,200 customers served

¡  Overall requested increase  
of 17.8% across all  
customer groups

¡  Typical 1,000-kWh residential 
bill would increase by 
approximately $25 per month

More information at: 
duke-energy.com/KYrates
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For more information about your rates, visit duke-energy.com/KYrates.

What is a rate case?

A base rate case is a public regulatory review process where 
a utility must demonstrate to a state regulator, in this case the 
Kentucky Public Service Commission, why a proposed increase 
in rates is needed. This independent, public process helps 
ensure transparency and fair rates based on the utility’s costs to 
serve its customers.

Why is the rate case needed?

We work hard every day to control our own costs, keep rates 
competitive and to avoid an increase to customer bills whenever 
possible. However, our transition toward a reliable, clean energy 
future and ongoing investments in the region’s electric delivery 
system have made it necessary for Duke Energy Kentucky to 
seek a change to customer bills.

Residents, businesses and communities across Northern Kentucky 
have become increasingly clear on their sustainability goals. They 
expect us to invest in cleaner power, and at the same time are 
benefiting from the smart, strategic and data-driven improvements 
we’re making to the region’s electrical infrastructure.

We’re doing this critical work so we can continue to deliver 
clean, safe, reliable and efficient service to all current and 
future customers.

Who sets rates customers pay for electricity?

Duke Energy Kentucky is obligated to provide every customer 
in our service area with reliable electricity rates approved by 
the Kentucky Public Service Commission. In exchange, our 
company is allowed the opportunity to earn a fair return for 
investors. Even though our regulators will ultimately determine 
any changes to customer bills, we pledge to do our part to keep 
rates as reasonable as possible.

What is the process? Will customers have a chance to 
share input?

First, Duke Energy Kentucky must demonstrate to the Kentucky 
Public Service Commission why the rate increase is needed. 
The commission staff, the Kentucky attorney general and 
other interested stakeholders audit our filings and request. The 
commission will conduct a hearing and consider our written and 
oral testimony, along with viewpoints from others representing 
customer groups and other stakeholders. We expect a decision 
from the commission by summer 2023, with rate adjustments 
taking effect around July 1, 2023.

What is Duke Energy Kentucky doing to help customers 
reduce their energy use and their bills?

With many individuals and families experiencing financial 
hardship and struggling to pay their everyday expenses, it 
is important to us to continue supporting our customers by 
connecting them with available assistance and offering tools 
and programs – including flexible payment plans and budget 
billing – to help manage their energy bills.

We are also leveraging our many alliances with local 
nonprofits and other organizations across Greater Cincinnati 
to continue to share information about utility assistance 
administered by state agencies. Additional resources can be 
found at duke-energy.com/help4you.
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